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The Covid or Chinese flu pandemic put a number of countries in a state of emergency. Whether this state is explicitly a state of emergency is not decisive, since various legal systems use various terms, but it is decisive that in respect of its power the Czech state uses collective and blanket bans to regulate persons differently than under normal conditions.

The article deals with the impact of the Covid pandemic on the legal system. It points out to the deficiencies in the current legislation. Its basic idea is that the fundamental legal solution to states of emergency must be represented by constitutional regulation. It determines areas in which the Constitutional Act on the Security of the Czech Republic should be amended. Constitutional embodiment of emergency lawmaking with executive power is suggested along with introducing controls by the Chamber of Deputies and with obligatory inspection of emergency legislation acts by the Constitutional Court. It is also suggested for a form of legislation to be thoroughly used for blanket bans and orders in preference to a form of a special administrative decision – measure of a general nature.

The experience with the Covid pandemic approved that the legal solution to a crisis must stem in the constitutional legislation. A regular act cannot represent the basis. This constitutional legislation may in the future also be the constitutional act on security. Although it is appropriate to amend it in the following areas:

1. Introduce the possibility of emergency legislation issued by the executive power.
2. Introduce parliamentary review of individual emergency legislation acts.
3. Introduce mandatory review of emergency legislation acts by the Constitutional Court.
4. In the case of general bans issued by the Ministry of Health amend their provisions from general nature to sublegal regulation.
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Introduction. The Covid or Chinese flu pandemic put a number of countries in a state of emergency. Whether this state is explicitly a state of emergency is not decisive, since various legal systems use various terms, but it is decisive that in respect of its power the Czech state uses collective and blanket bans to regulate persons differently than under normal conditions.

After the fall of totality in 1989 the changes in the legal system in Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia completed with the adoption of a new Constitution effective from 1993, the state of emergency was omitted. The criminal law cancelled the provision of martial law [1] and the Constitution, having known the state of emergency and the state of war, did not settle the conditions for operation of the State after the declaration thereof. So even the declaration of such states were not changed by the executive power. Non-war (civil) state of emergency was not even mentioned. As if the constitution dreamt a dream about November 1989 turning into a state of stable errorless operation.

It was waken up from that dream by great floods in Moravia in 1997, when the absence of the constitutional basis to solve the situation showed, and as a consequence of a natural disaster of a great extent the normal life of the people and operation of public institutions is affected or disabled. In some towns the town halls, offices, courts and firehouses, police stations and other service centers were flooded that had a great significance for the help to others.

Life showed that states of emergency on a constitutional level could not be disregarded. In reaction to the Moravian floods of 1997 the constitutional act on the security of the Czech Republic was adopted in the following year [2]. In many provisions it is regulated by the crisis management act [3]. Although the crisis management act is an ordinary act and the special legal regime in relation to the laying of duties to the people and the performance of the state power is established by the constitutional act on security itself. This constitutional act was used in a larger extent during the solving of floods in Bohemia in 2002. It was followed by no critical situation in the country requiring the blanket use of the constitutional act on security until March 2020, when Europe was affected by the Covid pandemic.

1. Application of the Constitutional Act on the Security of the Czech Republic

At the beginning of the pandemic in March 12 2020 a state of emergency was declared pursuant to the Constitutional Act on the Security of the Czech Republic allowing the government determining the duties and bans included of interference in the fundamental rights of persons. In the case of the actual declaration of the state of emergency the Constitutional Court decided that it was a special act of ruling not subject to the judicial review apart from exceptional cases. In the case of determination of bans and orders in the state of emergency laid by the government it was at first not apparent, how to assess the act used by the government to do so. Formally it was a governmental resolution (crisis management measure), materially though it included generally binding rules for the manners of persons enforceable by the state power, thus legal rules. This governmental resolution was materially evaluated as a legal regulation approved of by the Constitutional Court [4].

It is right that the governmental crisis management measures are evaluated materially. However a question arose regarding the legal power of this legal regulation in a material sense of the word. It is not an implementing provision such as the ordinary regulation of the government. Since the government can use it to restrict the rights of people stipulated by the law and to impose obligations to people, and owing to the fact that obligations can only be laid by the law [5] and the legal regulation is restricted or amended without such act explicitly remembering of their restrictions in the state of emergency (cancellation of obligation to keep electronic records of turnover), we come to the conclusion that the legal power of these legal regulations in the material sense of the word is on the level of law. This conclusion is confirmed by the fact that the fundamental rights and freedoms can be restricted, too, whereas the Charter itself allows determining boundaries of the fundamental rights and freedoms only to the law [5]. Materially it is a legal regulation with the power of the law, so the act of emergency (regulatory) legislation. The condition for this special emergency legislation, the name of which is not formal, but materially it is emergency legislation, is the existence of a state of emergency.

However the Constitutional Court accepted the conclusion that the legal power of the governmental resolution issued according to the emergency act on the security as the legal regulation is only sublegal. This way the Constitutional Court allowed that the relevant governmental resolutions could as sublegal regulations be evaluated as regards their lawfulness and constitutionality by other courts, too, especially the administrative courts, albeit only for the given proceedings (diffusional court review of the legal regulations). That could not happened in the cases of legal regulations on the level of the law. Since the court is bound by the law, it can only evaluate the compliance of a sublegal regulation with the law and the Constitution. The defectiveness
of the legal regulation may only be assessed by the Constitutional Court [4]. If the regulations are sublegal, a question arises why they miss the form of a governmental regulation, which is a standard sublegal regulation of the government and may be issued even without explicit legal authorization [4].

The Constitutional Court commented on the fact that the governmental resolutions issued pursuant to the constitutional act on security have the legal nature of a sublegal regulation in judgment from February 9 2021 as a real fact, since its procedure in the review thereof [4] was amended without giving the grounds for it in the reasoning. It is an even more startling procedure since the judge correspondent Vojtěch Šimíček in the preceding decision of the Constitutional Court applied a different standpoint explicitly criticizing the Constitutional Court for not having settled the issue whether the governmental resolutions issued according to the constitutional act on security have the legal power of an act or of a sublegal regulation stating: “...The Constitutional Court explicitly refused to give its standpoint to the issue whether it is a reviewable legal regulation in the proceedings to cancel the acts or its individual provisions [Section 87(1)(a) of the Constitution], or to cancel other legal regulations or their individual provisions (Section 87(1)(b) of the Constitution) – however it expressly accepted that such fact may have significance from the viewpoint of the petitioner’s active legitimation [6].”

The part of the resolution of the Constitutional Court criticized by Šimíček included a dispute between the petitioner and the government as to whether the crisis management measure is a sublegal regulation, which has the nature of the law, which was claimed by the government. To this dispute the Constitutional Court stated: “However this issue did not have to be definitively answered right now” [6]. This way the Constitutional Court did not accept the opinion expressed earlier it its resolution that it is a sublegal provision stating: “The challenged resolution of adoption of the crisis management provision has legal-normative contents defined by the general subject and class of entities (see point 40). That means that although the challenged act is not a regulation pursuant to Article 78 of the Constitution, it has the nature of a general normative legal act. Based on the stated conclusion regarding the generality of the subject and addressees of the resolution in question the Constitutional Court came to an end that the challenged crisis management measure of the government is materially of a nature of a different legal regulation pursuant to Article 87(1)(b) of the Constitution or to provision of Section 64(2) of Act on the Constitutional Court” [4]. It should however be added that until the judgment of February 9 2021 the Constitutional Court decided only with resolutions that binding character of a judgment.

This way the Constitutional Court moved the sublegal regulations into a role that they had not belonged to until now. Sublegal regulations of a state were only implementing regulations, now the governmental resolutions factually become original legal regulations since they are not intended for the implementation of an act, but often lay duties and bans that are not explicitly amended in an act. Such conception of sublegal regulations significantly raises the position of the executive power in a state beyond the explicit constitutional provisions.

Also the constitutional judge Vladimír Sládeček refused to consider the crisis management measure of the government to be a sublegal regulation and expressly stated that he could not imagine that: “...a sublegal regulation could restrict the fundamental rights”. Sládeček had reservations to the fact that the Constitutional Court accepted the crisis management measures as a legal regulation, but as it already had happened, he considers it as a legal regulation with the power of the law [7]. He also gave the same standpoint in his different standpoint from May 12 2020 to the resolution of the Constitutional Court Pl-US 11/20 [8].

Similarly, constitutional judge Jan Filip demanded that the crisis management measures of the government were perceived as an act, which he stated in his different standpoint from May 12 2020 stating: “I insist on the standpoint that owing to their seriousness (usually they are related with infringement in the fundamental rights and freedoms), crisis management measures must be approached as if they represented an act (in relation to Article 4(2) of the Charter), although they are not an act” [9]. But he did not publish any different standpoint toward the resolution of the Constitutional Court from February 9 2021 prepared by the judge correspondent Vojtěch Šimíček treating the crisis management measure as a sublegal regulation.

Crisis management measures of the government possibly having the power of the law was stated in an extensive text about pandemic by Filip Křepelka from the Faculty of Law of the Masaryk University in Brno [10]. The opinion of crisis management measures having legitimate legal power was not unique; it was held by the representatives of legal science and some Constitutional Court judges, so the Constitutional Court should have given a clear standpoint to their legal power, which did not happen.

2. Act on the Protection of Public Health

Besides the regime of the constitutional act on the security the Ministry of Health vastly used the option of issuing measures of general nature banning or ordering a number of blanket bans. The Ministry leaned on Section 69(1)(i) of Act No. 258/2000, on the Protection of Public Health allowing to issue a ban or an order of certain effectiveness to liquidate the epidemic or the risk of its creation. It is an
indirect general authorization, which is different in comparison to other authorizations, whereas the law explicitly allows banning or ordering the expressly stated activities to the stated addressees – medical facilities, theater performance organizers.

However there is a constitutional principle that no one can be forced to do what the law does not lay (Article 2(4) of the Constitution and Article 2(3) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms). If the Ministry of Health is by a free and indefinite authorization allowed to lay the duty that the law did not directly know, e.g. blanket wearing of masks in 2020, this constitutional principle was infringed, which was introduced in reaction to the totality period until 1989, when a number of obligations were laid only be sublegal regulations. This contentious and free legitimate authorization was used by the Ministry of Health extensively and in summer 2020 it was used to determine a number of bans and orders in the time, when the state of emergency [11; 12] was temporarily not in force. In spring 2020 legal academics Jakub Dienstbier, Viktor Derka and Filip Horák stated to the legislation of issuing of these regulations that: “it is constitutionally very problematic to say the least” [13]. Also Filip Křepelka identified himself with their standpoint [10].

By using a measure of general nature the rapid abstract review by the Constitutional Court is out of question in the proceedings of the petition for the cancellation of the legal regulation which may be submitted also by a group of MPs and senators, so by opposition, too. A measure of general nature does not on the one hand completely exclude the review by the Constitutional Court, on the other hand it is bound to the termination of the procedures within the administrative courts, which may last for years.

3. Pandemic Act

In 2020 voices appeared that for the solution of the situation the existing legislation is not right and a special pandemic act should be adopted. Therefore the Ministry of Health prepared a governmental draft act on emergency measures during the epidemic of COVID-19 disease in 2020 (commonly termed as the Pandemic Act). On May 7 2020 [15] the government adopted the draft and on the same day passed it to the Chamber of Deputies. The government then lost interest in its hearing. That was in the situation, when for other acts used rapid hearings in the state of emergency legislation. In the end this draft was not adopted.

Only after discussions with opposition the government submitted another draft act of the same name on February 15 2021 [14]. It was passed in the same month in the state of emergency legislation. On February 26 2021 pandemic act was passed after amendments agreed with opposition [16]. The government and the opposition agreed since the pandemic act was expected to replace the state of emergency from March 2021. It actually did not happen. The state of emergency was maintained and the Ministry of Health further extensively used the elastic enabling legal regulations of the act for the protection of public health. The highly regarded pandemic act did not fulfill the expectations.

The system defect of the pandemic act is in its legal power. Provided that the state has for over a year dealt with an emergency situation solved by the government by extensive bans and orders, including the night curfew and restriction to free movement within a municipality or district, long-term closure of a number of stores and services as a blanket ban in the whole country, it is such a principal infringement to the common life and rights of persons that it cannot have legal support on the level of a mere act. So regardless of the content, the pandemic act as a regular act is an insufficient basic source of law to solve the situation. It can only be an act implementing the constitutional provision to solve emergency situations.

Provided that in our legal system the pandemic act, or any other act, cannot be the basic source to solve a crisis, a question arises as to whether such sufficient constitutional source is the constitutional act on security, or whether another constitutional act should be adopted. The fact that to solve the situation the constitutional act on security has been used for over a year, without addressing its amendment, is an actual proof that it is a sufficient constitutional source to solve emergency situation. There is no need to adopt any new special constitutional pandemic act.

On the other hand there were areas which are worth a thorough consideration and possible amendment also on the level of a constitutional act. The suitability of amending the constitution act on security was also mentioned by the constitutional judge and the professor of administrative law Mr. Vladimír Sládeček or Jiří Vaniček [17; 18]. The amendment of the constitutional provisions should also include the areas of

a) Emergency legislation,

b) Parliamentary supervision over emergency legislation,

c) Review of legal regulations of emergency legislation by the Constitutional Court,

d) Measures of general nature in cases replacing legal regulations.

4. Emergency Legislation

Emergency, i.e. implementing legislation applied on the basis on special enabling acts empowering the executive power to set forth cases otherwise reserved to law represented a significant part of the legal system in the past. It was used by both democratic and totalitarian countries.

Well-known is the German enabling act by which the legislative power of the parliament was passed to the government [19]. The Reichstag did not lose
Jaroslav Krejčí, who in his first book and practice the enabling acts were looked into by
In both the Czechoslovakian constitutional theory
the Reichskanzler proclaimed the government acts.
In both the Czechoslovakian constitutional theory
and practice the enabling acts were looked into by
Jaroslav Krejčí, who in his first book Moc nařizovací
a její meze (1923) [20] dealt with the issue of
limits of the enabling power according to the new
Czechoslovakian constitution. The issue was whether
the government may in exceptional cases on
the basis of a lawful empowering by the parliament
issue orders amending the law (contra legem) or
orders amending the areas not amended by law
(praeter legem). A discussion was held about Act No.
337/1920 by which the government empowered the
taking of measures to the amendment of exceptional
relations caused by war, and to the judgment of the
Constitutional Court from November 7 1922 on the
measure of the Stable Committee from July 23 1920
№ 450 on incorporating Vítorazska and Vařička
(Valticka) [21]. In its reasoning the Czechoslovakian
Constitutional Court expressed a legal opinion
that acts or measures of the Stable Committee
empowering the government to issue orders where
law was need are unconstitutional. This standpoint
was challenged by the coauthor of the constitution
prof. Jiří Hötzel in a reference to the French legal
practices and partially in a reference to the previous
Austrian situation. Jiří Hötzel understood the
legislative power of the parliament as its subjective
right which could be passed to another body apart
from the case in which the Constitution explicitly
prohibited so.
Jaroslav Krejčí supported the standpoint of the
Constitutional Court in the reference of the French
legal constitutionalist Adhémard Esmein and León
Duguit and by pointing out to the failure of the
governmental draft of the enabling act submitted
to the French parliament by the Briand´s cabinet
during the direct jeopardy of the state by war in
1916. He refused the former Austrian practice as
monarchist, when the ruler as the holder of the
entire state power was limited only, when the
constitutional explicitly stated so. In a republic it is
a different situation. To support his arguments he
included the limitations of the enabling power by the
constitution of the Austrian Republic [22].
Jaroslav Krejčí proceeded from the presumption
that the people are the holders of all state power in
the Czechoslovakian Republic[23]. The constitution
further defines bodies to which the sovereign people
pass a certain part of their power. This way he holds
on to the Esmein´s standpoint according to which
the parliament is not the owner of the legislative
law, but it is only its function [24]. Without the
approval by the people the parliament must not pass
its right. Empowering of the government to interfere
in the law-making area is unconstitutional, unless
it is given by the constitution itself or by another
constitutional act. In such cases it is not any more
the delegation of the parliament, but directly of the
holder of the sovereign power – the people. Using
the wording of Section 55 of the Constitution Krejčí
refused that the government used orders to amend
the areas not amended by the law.
Krejčí only admitted the possibility of empowering
the government to legislation in a constitutional act.
That also happened in a constitutional act on ordering
power from 1938m [23], in the implementation of
which Krejčí participated as the then Minister of
Justice and the chairman of the Constitutional Court.
However in the case of this enabling act it was
necessary to gain the approval from the president
of the republic to adopt an order with the power of
the law or the constitutional act, so the government
was not the absolute master of the legislative and
constitutional power. The theoretic defense of his
approach Krejčí gave in the masterpiece Zmocňovací
zákon a ústavní soud (1939) [25].
Ordering (emergency) legislation can also
include decrees with the power of the law or of
the constitution of president Edvard Beneš issued
against the proposal of the government. He was
not empowered to do so by the parliament, but he
empowered himself in a decree on temporary power
of legislation [26]. These decrees were additionally
passed after the war by the National Assembly and the
Constitutional Court accepted their lawfulness, since
they aimed at the restoration of constitutionality in
times, when the normal constitutional regime was
abandoned for the reasons of German occupation of
the state [27].
Even after the Second World War the ordering
(emergency) legislation was not abandoned. Well-
known is the governmental regulation with the
power of law on the protected area of the Prague
Castle from 1954 [28] expropriating real properties
in the premises of the Prague Castle (to the
Catholic Church). At the same time this regulation
was issued pursuant to an act on the state plan to
develop national economy for 1954. This regulation
with the power of the law had to gain approval from
the president of the republic and was additionally
passed by the National Assembly.
Yet the ownership of real properties at the
Prague Castle and the economic plan for 1954
have nothing in common. That is another issue of
the enabling acts, which on the one hand stipulate,
for what purpose the government is empowered
to adopt legal acts with the power of the law, but
on the other hand the government interprets this
enabling purposes very freely and uses them where
inappropriate.
After the restoration of democracy in 1989 the ordering (emergency) legislation was abandoned. The fundamental obstacles of the ordering legislation were constitutional rules:

a) Granting the legislative power only to the Parliament [4].

b) Granting only the implementing role to the sublegal regulations of the executive power, their existence is bound to the implemented act and they must be issued within its powers [4]. Sometimes there can be situations, when the lawful empowering is cancelled, but not immediately there are existing implementing regulations to it. Those represent independent legal normative acts and must be explicitly repealed, unless a new act is adopted with the same content, albeit formally new legal empowering. The implementing regulation without the legal empowering is defective, but as regards the presumption of correctness of the legal acts it is in force until its repealing.

c) Obligations can only be laid to persons by law [4; 5].

It is apparent that the state may appear in a situation, which must be solved by law, whereas the work of the Parliament is disabled or the situation is so urgent that neither the adoption of an act within emergency legislation is a sufficient fast solution. France deals with this by special powers for the president of the republic [29]. So in this situation it is possible to transfer the establishment of legal rules to the executive power. Although under the conditions stipulated by the constitutional act.

By its nature the executive power disposes of much better prerequisites to solve emergencies. In our country the executive power is represented by the president of the republic having a democratic mandate granted in direct elections, and by the government. Since the transfer of the legislative power to the executive power is an extraordinary measure infringing the principle of the distribution of power, it should only be applied in agreement of both these front bodies of the executive power.

The constitutional act on security should explicitly stipulate that the fundamental rights of the people and other obligations generally indirectly defined may be laid in a decree of the president with the power of law issued against a proposal of the government, or in a governmental regulation with the power of the law, the effect of which requires the approval of the president of the republic.

5. Parliamentary Review of Emergency Legislation

Since emergency legislation is an infringement to a principle otherwise in force that the legislative power appertains to the Parliament the review and the final dominion of the parliament over the legislation must be persisted. In our legislative power the Parliament has two chambers, but the Chamber of Deputies has a stronger position, which may overrule the Senate with certain exceptions. Therefore such acts should be excluded from the emergency legislation, the passing of which requires the approval of the Senate. For other acts the Chamber of Deputies could adopt a resolution of disagreement. In such a case the stated acts of emergency legislation would lose force ex nunc. Although if the former other acts were to be amended, the original version of the acts would be renewed, the amendment of which in form of emergency legislation would be refused by the Chamber of Deputies. That assures the avoidance of legislative void in the amendment of a certain area of legal relations.

So the Chamber of Deputies would not lose it legislative force. Emergency legislation of the executive power would only complete it. Its power of cancel emergency legislation does not only secure the review of legal defects of such act of e.g. unconstitutionality, but also for the reason of their case incorrectness or different political choice in the legal solution of a certain situation. In addition the Parliament could always pass its own act to amend a certain case, which by the principle of a younger act prevailing over the older act, would be able to amend an act of emergency legislation passed by the government. So the Parliament would not have to only repeal the act, but also to amend it according to its political discretion. It would keep the dominion over law-making.

An advantage of such review in comparison to the present is the selective approach. Today the Chamber of Deputies may refuse the approval of the prolongation of the state of emergency, but it cannot abrogate individual resolutions of the government, which have the character of a legal regulation. This way the Chamber of Deputies does not have the dilemma that on the one hand it acknowledges the rightfulness of the state of emergency, but on the other hand it disagrees with specific restricting crisis management measures of the government. Now it either accepts them, or has to terminate the state of emergency to abrogate them. Newly the Chamber of Deputies could repeal individual acts of emergency legislation of the government and would only repeal those, of whose unsuitability or defectiveness it would be persuaded, but still keep them in force.

Vladimír Sládeček mentions the option of repealing individual crisis management measures of the government as soon as today. He does not restrict the controlling force of the Chamber of Deputies only to the possibility of cancelling the declared state of emergency, but also the individual crisis management measures [17]. Such stated is desired, although not applied in practice by the Chamber of Deputies owing to the absence of an explicit lawful adaptation. The refore it is suitable to amend such force of the Chamber of Deputies in the constitutional law.
6. Review of Emergency Legislation by the Constitutional Court

The state of emergency revealed shortages in the judicial review. The initial helplessness of courts was apparent as well as their unwillingness to deal with governmental resolutions on the merits (with crisis management measures) determining various obligations and measures of the Ministry of Health. The Constitutional Court gave its standpoint stating that the Constitutional Court is aware that it cannot have the same demands for these legal acts issued during the state of emergency as it has for the legal regulations issued during the calm weather. The fact is that it only took into consideration that the stormy weather is only for the benefit of the government, not the for the benefit of petitioners. For them it had the same strict conditions as if the weather was calm and refused a number of petitions for procedural reasons. Its attitude was such that it was not competent to assess the correctness of issuing a measure of general nature by the Ministry of Health, but only the resolutions of the government, which have material nature of a legal regulation. Since the legitimation for the review of a legal regulation before the Constitutional Court is limited with enumeration, it refused a number of petitions submitted directly by persons who were apparently not legitimate to submit such petitions. The significance of a fast approach to the abstract review of constitutionality in this case was also confirmed by the problematic decisions of the Metropolitan Court in Prague. Within the administrative judicature it accepted the practice of the Ministry of Health, who repeated in short intervals cancelled its own measures and replaced them formally with new ones of the same content. Yet, the ministry asked the Metropolitan court to refuse the petition for the review of the already cancelled measures and not to accept any changes in the prosecution for the review of its “new” measures. The metropolitan court complied with the proposal of the ministry, although the Constitutional Court no more accepted such practice in the case of the price regulation for the rent.

The Highest Administrative Court had to step in and stated that if a measure of general nature were to be replaced contextually with a similar measure of general nature in a time interval actually disabling the court review of the first measure, the court shall allow a change in the original petition for the cancellation of the first measure. If the court fails to do so, and contrariwise refuses the petition for the reasons of lack of conditions of the proceedings based on the nonexistence of the challenged first measure of general nature, it violates the right to a just trial and to an effective judicial protection.

The Metropolitan Court in Prague also originally refused to review the measures laying obligations stating that it is a legal regulation that cannot be cancelled. Yet, the Constitutional Court stated that these measures are not a legal regulation so the Constitutional Court cannot cancel them, but they are subject to a review in administrative judicature [4]. The affected people this way appeared to be in a circle, when no court wanted to decide about their petitions. Also here the Highest Administrative Court stepped in and ordered the Metropolitan Court in Prague to hear the case within the proceedings of a petition for reviewing a measure of a general nature [29].

If the constitutional law explicitly adopted the option of creating emergency legislation by the executive power, besides parliamentary review it is correct to introduce judicial review, too. Since it is a measure of executive power made in a state of emergency, such legislation is suitable which excludes doubts about the constitutionality of emergency legislation act by one final review.

In order to review the case rapidly, it is correct to concentrate such review directly at the Constitutional Court, whereas the review is preferentially performed before other procedures. To avoid disputes in the case of active legitimation, it is possible to adopt the provision that the Constitutional Court review acts of emergency legislation directly in the Constitution. So issuing an act of emergency legislation commences officially and by law the proceeding of reviewing constitutionality of such act.

It is not new in the history of our law. This was the method of reviewing the constitutionality of the Stable Committee of the National Assembly by the Czechoslovakian Constitutional Court between years 1920 and 39 [23]. It was a reaction of the constitutional authority to a situation, when the legislative power was passed from the parliament to its one stable working body. Although it was not passed to the executive power, the constitutional authority then considered it to be necessary that this special procedure during the adoption of legal standards was sanctified by the Constitutional Court.

7. Measures of General Nature or Legal Regulation

A measure of a general nature is a special type of an administrative decision that is neither individual nor normative legal act introduced by the Administrative Procedure Code in 2004 [30]. A textbook case, when a measure of general nature should be used is the decision to locate a traffic sign. Such a decision is not a legal regulation, only has a restricted local meaning, and is not addressed specifically to individually defined persons, but to all who will use the given local communication in the given place.

However a measure of general nature was also used in cases, when its purpose is identical with the purpose of the provisions of implementing legal regulations. It was not and is not the meaning of a measure of general nature to replace legal regulations.
An example of such measure of general nature being extensively used without reasoning is the ban and restriction issued according to the act on public health by the Ministry of Health. The content of such measures of all-state effect is to lay obligations to generally defined persons (operators of pubs or even to all people). So materially its content represents a legal regulation.

Measures of the Ministry of Health were not, unlike the crisis management governmental measures, published in the collection of acts, they were published on the official notice board and the web of the Ministry of Health. Although within the repeated changes it was sometimes difficult to search. Should it have a form of a legal regulation, its publishing in the collection of acts would be clear, as it nowadays also has an electronic form so there is no risk of default.

For the future the use of measures of general nature when defining the obligations for the benefit of a normative legal act should be limited – administrative legal implementing provision (regulation, order). So also the bans issued by the Ministry of Health as measures of general nature, either according to the act on the protection of public health or the pandemic act, the legislator should unequivocally determine that for their introduction a form of a legal regulation needs to be used. It will also have impact on the fast and concentrated review by the Constitutional Court, whereas until the Constitutional Court decides, general courts can in individual cases decide not to use such sublegal regulation [4].

8. Conclusion

The experience with the Covid pandemic approved that the legal solution to a crisis must stem in the constitutional legislation. A regular act cannot represent the basis. This constitutional legislation may in the future also be the constitutional act on security. Although it is appropriate to amend it in the following areas:

1. Introduce the possibility of emergency legislation issued by the executive power.
2. Introduce parliamentary review of individual emergency legislation acts.
3. Introduce mandatory review of emergency legislation acts by the Constitutional Court.
4. In the case of general bans issued by the Ministry of Health amend their provisions from general nature to sublegal regulation.
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